
Transition to deep sleep 
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Technology  has increased significantly 
the  sedentary  hours per week for all 
populations including athletes.   









Rest means Rest… 
 

The CNS can rest 
and reboot 

critical energy  
when the brain 
function is 
minimal… 



The visual cortex drains much of the CNS 
energy during the waking hours.  

Biggest Drain 





"I!really!only!play!Xbox,"!"I!have!been!playing!a!lot!

of!Call!of!Duty!recently.!I!find!myself!playing!like!30!

hours!per!week.!People!don't!know!it's![me].!It!is!

fun,!I!am!very!compeFFve!in!everything!I!do."!

Michael!Phelps!

!Studies!conducted!at!London's!

Hammersmith!Hospital!found!that!

dopamine!levels!in!players'!brains!doubled!

while!compeFng!in!video!games.!



Is not conducive to optimal training, 
recovery, adaptation or performance. 





Delays!brains!transiFon!from!

wake!state!to!sleep!













INCREASE!IN!TV!AND!INTERNET!TIME!IN!LAST!FIVE!YEARS!









ENERGY DRINKS 

There is no way 
to make up for 
the deficits of 
lost sleep with 

stimulants  







Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography  

SPECT 



We now have 
indisputable 
evidence of 
systemic  

damage and 
cumulative 
damage. 



!!!!TOP        FRONTAL    BOTTOM       SIDE 







Stroke  























Social Drugs  





Pure Performance Project 
                     John Underwood 

                             Director, 
 American Athletic Institute 
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Junior Level 



Brain Activity Alcohol 

Not under 
influence 

Intoxicated 



Brain Activity Marijuana 

Not under 
influence 

Stoned 





Take your chances 



Alcohol++no+alcohol+one+year+later+



NeuroplasFcity!new!brain!cells!replace!damaged!areas!!



Positives and Negatives 
A SINGLE CHECK IN THIS 
COLUMN AND IT IS ALL 

UNDONE 

Marijuana  
✔ Alcohol 

EVERY CHECK IN THIS COLUMN 
WILL HELP YOU MAXIMIZE 
YOUR PERFORMANCE: 
!

✔ Elevate!Blood!Glucose!

✔ Rested!(8+!hours!of!sleep)!

✔ Post+Training+NutriFonal!Recovery!
✔ Non^weight!Bearing!

✔ Rest!

✔ Refuel!

✔ Rehydrate!

✔ Sleep!

!

!

Maximum!Results!for!your!effort!!





For 24 hours 
after heavy 

drinking, it is 
impossible to 

have any 
training effect 

take place 



There are 
effects from 
any amount of 

alcohol.  
Even one 
drink! 

PHYSICAL 
COGNITIVE 



The hangover is just the beginning…







(0.02%)+non^oxida1ve+pathway+produces+ethyl+
glucuronide+(EtG),+which+is+excreted+in+the+urine.+



Windows of Assessment for 
Various Alcohol Biomarkers 
   



IN BLOOD  



The more you drink the more you 
impair brain, body and CNS function. 



At what level will 
alcohol leave a 

residual effect and 
decreased mental and 
physical performance 

over time? 



Effects of alcohol begin at 1-2 drinks 
Effects  increase dramatically at 3-4 drinks 

Effects at 5-6 drinks have serious residual effect 



RED!GREEN!BLUE!!12!35!50!





The residual effect of alcohol 
or a hangover has been shown to 
reduce performance by an average 

of 11.4% in elite athlete 
populations.  





Ethanol!is!a!very!small!molecule.!Because!of!its!size!and!polarity!(charge),!it!can!readily!enter!

(diffuse!without!the!concomitant!expenditure!of!energy!in!the!form!of!ATP)!through!the!cell!

membrane!of!skeletal!muscle.!!

!

In!the!process,!ethanol!can!disrupt!the!molecular!configuraFon!of!the!facy!acyl!groups!of!the!

phospholipids!of!the!skeletal!muscle.!UlFmately,!this!could!interfere!with!several!processes!

including!the!entry!of!calcium!ions!into!the!nerve!terminal!!or!an!increased!binding!of!calcium!to!

the!sarcoplasmic!reFculum!of!the!muscle.!!

!

Calcium!is!the!caFon!(a!posiFvely!charged!ion)!which!is!involved!in!the!control!of!the!rate!of!

release!of!neurotransmicer!into!the!synapse!(the!area!between!the!nerve!and!the!muscle)!and!

plays!the!most!important!role!in!muscle!contracFon!and!relaxaFon.!

!

Thus!in!summary,!alcohol!is!not!a!fuel!for!muscle!contracFon!and!alters!fuel!metabolism!to!

increase!lactate!producFon!and!decrease!lactate!degradaFon.!Furthermore,!disrupts!the!

molecular!configuraFon!of!skeletal!muscle!and!compromises!its!ability!to!perform!muscle!

contracFon.!!(!Balon/Underwood!2004)!







<+O2+
>CO2+
<+VE+



The!body!has!trouble!

making!more!glucose!

because!it!is!expending!its!

energy!metabolizing!the!

alcohol.!!Both!of!these!

effects!of!alcohol!can!cause!

severe!hypoglycemia!!low!

blood!glucose!levels!for!6!to!

36!hours!aKer!a!binge!

drinking!episode.!!











Heavy maximal level 
training followed by 
excessive alcohol 

consumption can result 
in hormonal 

disruptions for up to 
96 hours (4 days) 



(12-20 hours 
after 

the start of 
drinking) the 
testosterone 
level was 

only about half 
what it was…  



Some  males who drink heavily & regularly have 
testosterone levels similar to female levels. 



Females have 1/10th 
of the training 
hormones of men. 

Training effect is 
 much more fragile 



Alcohol stays in the female body longer 

Females have less of the  
enzymes to breakdown alcohol 





Injury rate for 
drinkers is 54% 

 
Injury rate for 
non drinkers is 

23% 
NCAA!Injury!Study!



!
Maintains muscle mass 
Repairs muscle fiber  

Fat metabolism 
Carbohydrate metabolism 











0^20!!YARDS!



0^10!!YARDS!



0-5 yds. 





FAT 
 BURNING 

 DECREASED 

Alcohol  
greatly 

affects the 
amount of fat  
your body can 
and will burn 
for energy!  

Just a mere 24g of alcohol consumption showed whole-body 
fat oxidation (the rate at which your body burns fat) 

decreased by 73%!  

!American!Journal!of!Clinical!Research!!



American Athletic Institute has studied the impact of 
alcohol on condition in elite athletes. Impact has shown 
significant projections in lost physiological condition 
that correlates to as much as 

 14 days of lost training effect…for each time drunk… 





The Effects of Marijuana  
on High Level  

Mental and Physical Performance 
John G. Underwood 

Director American Athletic Institute 



THC!Deposit!Sites!







A!recent!study!found!that!

athletes!claimed!smoking!

marijuana!prior!to!a!

compeFFon!helps!them!

focus…!

!

!

!



What!research!has!been!done!worldwide!that!we!

can!give!our!athletes!to!dispel!this!percepFon?!



Effects of  THC (1 mg) on activation on concept reaction to task 

Before After  
Oranges!represent!posiFve!and!blues!negaFve!acFvaFon!!



 
THC attaches to receptors in the brain and impacts learning, 

memory, reaction, movement  
and coordination.!

!



There are membranes of particular nerve cells in the brain 
that have special protein receptors called, cannabinoid 

receptors, that bind with the THC. When the THC binds to 
these nerve receptors, a series of chemical reactions occur 

that alter the function of those nerve cells. 



Deposit Sites 

NIDA!



Brain 
 Liver 
 Pancreas 
 Kidney 
 Skin  
 Prostate 
Cervix 
Testes MRI+scan+of+cellular+cannabinoid+recep1on.!

(Image!©!BBC!2009!^!

Cannabinoid Receptors  
'hot-spots' !!



THC bound to receptor sites  
!!



 
 memory  

 
 cognition 

 reward 
 sensory perception 

 emotions 
 motor control 

 movement memory  
coordination 

Cannabinoid Receptors 
 in Brain +



Pre!Movement^Movement!

LOCATOR!



 Human Movement 

Initiation of impulses for 
movement  during finger 

tapping 



NON USER  

SIMPLE HAND SKILL 

MARIJUANA USER  

SIMPLE HAND SKILL 
Note: Subject not under influence during scan. 

Skill 
Recall 
Area 



WHITE MATTER 





 
•  Equilibrium  

•  Balance  
•   Muscle tone 

•  Ability to perform rapid alternating movements 

Coordination !
CEREBELLUM!



WEED and REACTION 

Average!in!the!!

.300^.450msec!range.!

*Highly  functional trained athletes  
have faster reaction times 



Change the way you live  
and you will change the 
way you can compete… 


